. This mismatch is due in part to an inappropriate heat transfer and boundary layer transition model in which the ice accretion is determined by a heat balance between convective heat transfer at the surface and the release of latent heat of fusion as the water droplets freeze [6] . 
If the roughness element and the fiat plate are made of a non-conducting material, the conduction flux is negligible. If surface temperatures are kept relatively close to ambient temperatures, the radiation flux is also negligible.
Under these assumptions, the heat balance is dominated by the incoming radiation flux and the convection flux loss, defined as:
where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient, Ts_l is the surface temperature and Too is the free stream temperature.
If the incoming heat flux is uniform over the surface, the convection flux is also uniform. Calling the plate upstream of the roughness element the unperturbed area and the roughness element the perturbed area, the following relation holds:
where the subscript u refers to unperturbed and p to perturbed (i.e. with roughness). The relative convective heat transfer coefficient can then defined in the following way: In particular, the gaps around each plug were sealed with a filler that was not matched for thermal conductivity or emissivity to the surrounding plexiglass plate. show a more marked difference. Like the rectangular array, the heat transfer enhancement appears to increase monotonically over the length of the insert.
However, for this case, the peak enhancement only reaches about 2.5 times its undisturbed value.
By integrating the heat transfer enhacement over the streamwise direction, an average enhacement can be obtained and thus the overall effects of all three arrays can be compared. This is shown in Figure 11 , which also shows results for a lower speed, U_o = 39, the castings are strictly not appropriate for analysis by the SET method, which is better suited to early accretions typified by isolated roughness elements.
Nevertheless, we can make some observations based on the current results which can help improve SET as a roughness modeling technique.
• As observed in the thermogram data presented here, although they are not strongly visible, the wakes of heat transfer enhancement produced by single roughness elements contribute to the average enhancement of the roughness element array (as evidenced by the differences between the rectangular and offset arrays). The interaction between wakes and roughness elements is also important. Thus, the roughness spacing in the flow and in the span direction are important and more work should be done in characterizing this better.
• Currently, the SET does not include any data on the height of the roughness elements. This is due to the fact that the original video data [6] contained no information regarding the height.
However, if these data are available, the SET can include it without any generic difficulties.
The importance of the height of the roughness (with respect to the local boundary layer thickness) is clearly paramount to the scheme's success.
